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"A unified world starts from places with lots of sunshine." Turning 

these words by True Parents into reality will guide the sunny Asia 

Pacific's steps towards 2027. Together with Cheoneuiwon Chair Dr. 

Kittel, UPF Chair Ek Nath Dhakal, and Asia Pacific-One's President 

Demian Dunkley, we are uniting by holding a Cheoneuiwon meeting 

every week. We are advancing by forming a good team with Vice 

President Julius Malicdem, Vice President Ronnie Sodusta, Oceania 

Regional Director Yutaka Yamada, and the national leaders of each 

country. The Asia-Pacific has good conditions for creating a good 

environment. Rallies of Hope have already been aired on national TV 

in the Philippines, Fiji and Vanuatu. Divine Principle education is 

also being conducted by the hundreds through the Asia Pacific 

Leadership Conference. 

 

Asia Pacific-2 is offering a 103-day jeongseong for the rebirth and 

new beginning of the second seven-year course. During this period, 

three huge typhoons hit the Philippines in three weeks -- a huge a national disaster. True Mother 

immediately sent a helping hand to the Philippines. Through the efforts of our members and youth, we 

were able to deliver that support together with True Mother's photos and words directly to 35,000 people 

who were particularly affected. While delivering support materials, I met the president, the governor, a 

school principal, a police officer, and even a general, and delivered True Mother's autobiography; 

everyone seemed thrilled to receive it and surprisingly, some asked for our character education materials. 

As an offering for Foundation Day, the Philippines Rally of Hope will be aired on the Philippine National 

Broadcasting Network to 100 million people. 

 

Fiji, too is suffering 

 

At the same time, a huge typhoon arrived in Fiji, causing much damage. Because of this typhoon, three 

thousand students lost their homes. To a thousand of them, we were able to provide a year's worth of 

school supplies. True Mother's true love moved Fiji leaders. 

 

True Mother, cultivating future talents is a highly anticipated field! Throughout the past seven years, by 

rearranging Top Gun, hyojeongrang [heavenly warriors] and UPA education, you sparked a second- and 

third-generation education revolution. I would like to place these young members in the providence in a 

more mature form, as youth professionals, youth public figures, and youth CheonBo families. 

 

Already, the Covid19 crisis has caused drastic changes in second-generation education and family 

education. Recently, Asia Pacific-1 and 2 jointly held an International Second-Generation Members' 

Workshop in the form of webinar. For the past ten years it had been held in person. 

 

In conclusion, through all our activities, we will contribute to the victory of 2027 by promoting the Asia 

Pacific Union. 

 

Second, there are already many Asia-Pacific church members in Korea. In the future, I would like to 

further strengthen international solidarity with Korea to contribute to the victory and realization of 

CheonBo families. 

 

Third, we will further accelerate the cultivation of future talents and raise the second- and third-generation 

members as the mainstream of the providence. True Mother, we will surely be victorious. We love you. 

Thank you! 

 


